After a refreshing turkey break, 4th Doug returns to the work at hand in an exhilarating week of classes. With Physics pouring it on and World of Warcraft making a summons, there was very little breathing room for the likes of dinosaurs to spawn. But spawn they did, and the last of the cardboard tube dynasty is no more. Ah, but in the ashes of the noble cardboard tubes rises a new entity... the Magnavox. More addicting than World of Warcraft, it’s had the Busch Family hooked for decades. Also, this week, it has been rumored that Asaah’s coming up. uh, right. I think we’ve just given up on keeping track of CountDyles to Asaah night.

Anyways, the new Wooly begins below. “Let’s get stahted. [sic]”

In Brief:

✦ Uh oh, the Red Heggie foundation has refurnished its lands to make for some Prime Kenny Habitat. Increased Chance of Kenny Spawns: +30%
✦ The 800lb Pig has been very depressed lately at not being featured-- anyone want to give him a Birthday Hug? Or how about a Birthday Gidley? Or a hug from Gidley?
✦ Newsflash: Joe took over the Byzantine Empire last night. The official food of the Byzantines is now pizza. All hail.
✦ Arex’s kitty broke out of his room sometime yesterday. ...so that’s what happened to Nick’s laundry...
✦ Asaah OS is now live folks! Featuring a 45 minute boot-up time, a monotone voiceover utility, and default Miami Heat themes, it’s bound to make you go “Aaaah!”
✦ Oh boy, GromerTron has let out the Killer Attack Puppies. Get Larson somewhere safe.
✦ Jon died again. Will someone tell him to stop wasting those 1Ups?
✦ UHS is pleased to announce the release of its new Vaccination Llama. It comes armed with 400 doses of Swine Flu spit, perfect for those who hate needles. Sign up is going fast, so act now before the Sanitation Llama files a lawsuit.
✦ Why Paul likes to study for ChemE: for(int i=0; i<5; i++) Bessie.push_back(newBessie);
**CARNAGE**

One day Heggie wakes up to find that he’s turned into a bat, but as Jeremiah finishes up his Sea Sponge Studies Program, Peter Cranks up the Serengeti Metal just a touch more. Asaah fails to show up yet again and Larson siezes the opportunity to catch up on SpongeCake to SpongeCake aerial combat in his current dream. Meanwhile, Ben and his clones assemble to help reprocess a load of home-grown Dyles. What? Dyle? Suddenly a GromerTron Sentinel Device activates and Jefferson parachutes in from above in his Dino Parachute garb. The Art School blows up and Darol starts to cry.

Meanwhile, thousands of miles away, Big Bryan attempts to make the Chicago Bears into a competitive team through use of Python. Jeremiah readies a Dude Excursion in his honor. Jeff begins to lapse into another phase of performing the Hippo Maneuver and Oliver deposits another alien egg in the mammoth vault. But suddenly out of nowhere, Jon and his nuclear-powered dragon-stalker hybrid (a very wasteful design) swoop in and wake Jordan up from his Do Work Son recovery period. The disturbance is enough to disrupt Yi’s session of High School Musical Sing-A-Long (w/ Gidley).

With a casual meow, Arex passes into another dimension previously seen only through the power of Nick’s MegaWheaties. Little Brian tries to harness his magic to bring him back, but Warren’s shotgun says otherwise. On a tipoff from Princess Busch and his fabled oven, Comrade Gibsov moves to engage the enemy, but Nikhil had already summoned an Oil Distillation Plant to topple on their heads. Then the USS Nikhil II stalls out due to an argument on the bridge about a certain band of quarterbacks. Oh but horror of horrors, the *Christophersaurodon JuniorTriHaloSaurus* has been awakened. The world goes black. And whilst the screeches of Kennys fill the air, Detroit comes and steals the rest of Trainer Tim’s Pokémon.

**Eₐ of a Gibbsinator Frisbee Reaction**

As seen in the figure to the right, there IS indeed a way to get Peter to frisbee. See, the typical activation energy of a Gibbsinator to go to frisbee is far too high for normal fridays. It is hypothesized that this is due to a combination of DotA, Napping like Fornaess, and visits to Gus’s Gun Shop. For him, it’s like a 7-week mobilization period since he forgot to install an efficient rail network in his room. But with just a touch of snow, we find a Peter far more inclined to frisbee-related activities. Now, if only we could figure this out for Little Brian...
Homework DEFCON Levels -- Part II
Alright so here we go with more “homework DEFCON levels.” Again, I’m still accepting submissions, so stop by and talk to me!

**Subject:** Arex Cheng
**Affiliation:** All your Kitties Are Belong to Us

**DEFCON 5**
Not doing homework, playing computer games for 3 hours straight, then getting up, feeling guilty, but deciding to join in whatever game Matt is playing.

**DEFCON 4**
Will have book open while playing DotA, try to do homework in between DotA respawns.

**DEFCON 3**
Hang out in lounge, attempting to do homework for an hour, feeling unproductive, eventually go back to room to play video games and be really unproductive.

**DEFCON 2**
Isolating myself in the lounge and doing homework.

**DEFCON 1**
Turning into a kitty and meowing in denial and then running to Steve for help. (Only reached DEFCON 1 once, for project 3)
That concludes today's entry into this most noble of wooly literature.
May ye cave stay warm and dry!